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AForeword
The attached material represents the working papers from the
OAST Space Theme Workshop held at the Langley Research Center,
April 26-30, 1976, and contains a qulc c-look analysis of the
proceedings. The material is unedited and intended for further
use by the participants of the workshop and the planning elements of
NASA concerned with space mission research and technology. It
should be understood that the data do not represent official plans
or positions but are part of the pr ,)cess of evolving such plans and
positions.
Nearly 100 of the Agency's top technologists and scientists joined
with another 35 theme specialists to produce this working document -
a document that provides a technical foundation, including res(--arrh
and technology base candidates, for each of the six space themes.
The material in this report is considered essential to the development
of Center initiatives in support of these themes. Copies of -he report
will be made available to the Center Management Board and the
individuals at the Centers responsible for the FY'78 program planning
cycle. The tinning of this planning activity has caused us to distribute
this document in this unedited form. Thus, it possibly contains errors,
hopefully, more of a typographical rather than a technological nature.
Nonetheless, the information contained is of a high professional level,
reflecting the efforts of the workshop participants and will be invaluable
to the planning and successful execution of the Agency's near- and far-
term advanced technology program.
Stanley R. Sadin
OAST Space Theme Workshop
Chairman
NASA Headquarters
Study, Analysis, & Planning Office
4	 Office of Aeronautic4 =nd
Space Technology
OAST SPACE THEME WORKSHOP
M-2 STRUCTURES AND DYNAMICS WORKING GROUP
SUMMARY COMMENTS ON THEME IMPACT
Two major thrust were identified for structures technology:
1) Large Space Stru:tures
2) Advanced Transportatior .structures
A technology program on large space structures was defined to respond to
common need perceived for five cf the six themes. Greatly expanded power,
facilities, and caimunications/sensing requirements appear to demand a new
structures technology for construction in space. Requirements to construct
huge structural arrays with precision surfaces in space will need creative
research efforts to identify a practical structural elements and construction
techniques.
A technology program on advanced transportation structures was defined to
respond to the space transportation theme in a timely fashion. Because
of the criticality of thermal str lictures to achieve lower cost transportation
systems, renewed emphasis on technology in this area is recommended. The
working group was concerned that critical skills and facilities of the Agency
in this area have decreased to a critical point. A second technology needing
renewed emphasis is the area of recovery and landing technology structures
to permit fu'il reuse of launch vehicle propulsion elements.
11I-VIII A-1
UMMARY COMMENTS ON THEME NEEDS AND
— RECOMMENDED-MG099
Large space structures can be generally grouped into three categories, which
define approximately the size, fabrication, and assembly techniques. The
first category is structures which are fabricated, assembled, and packaged
on earth and automatically deployed in space. Structural technology for
this categorgy is the most mature, the maximum size of the deployed
structure is dependent on the launch vehicle. The se(ond category is structures
which are fabricate' and partially assembled on earth with final assembly of
the modules/components in space with semi-automated mechanisms. Technology
for this category is new with several major areas of unknowns. The third
category of structures includes ultra large structures for which economics
may dictate that space processing and/or fabrication of major structural
components is necessary. Technology for this category is the least advanced
and additionally requires interaction on a large scale with astronaut
activities.
Mission requirements on structural surface tolerances, structure pointing, etc.
will also be a factor in determining which category of structure is used.
These accuracy requirements vary from low for solar arrays to very high for
earth sensor antennas to ultra high for radio telescopes and SETI antennas.
Modules of manned space stations and orbital transfer propulsion stages of
size compatible with launch vehicle cargo bays will be fabricated on the
ground and transported to orbit for assembly. Rapid and cost-effective
methods of link-up require development of a new generation of docking
technique, mechanisms, and structures.
Manned Space Stations require the development of 10-20 year lift hibitats for
which new technology is required.
The search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence (SETI) brings the most stringent
requirement of all the Large Space Structures. The potential requirement
for 3 kilometer size antenna of millimeter surface accuracy and RFI shield
of similar size present a real challenge for the structure discipline and
place the SETI structure into a class of its own.
The use of solar pressure option as a mean of propulsion for thf. Exploration
of the Solar System Spacecraft would necessitate the development of technology
for extremely light weight large film structures having requirements different
from those of other large space structures. The key parameter for the solar
sail is extremely light for kilometer size rather than surface accuracy.
111-VIII A-2
Since the solar sail is only a secondary option as a propulsion system,
a low priority was assigned to this type of structures.
To meet the projected needs of the Advanced Space Transportation Then!e. the
most critical technology area identified related to high temperature structures
for earth to orbit reusable launch vehicles. The combined tu rnaround, and
reuse for many hundreds of missions requires specific advancements in
structural design concepts to withstand entry heating with substantial
weight reductions over the types of structural approaches being used in
the shuttle.
Another important area, particularly for Heavy Lift Lanuch Vehicles, is
that of landing and recovery. The vertical water or land landing approaches
proposed for the very large cergo-type vehicles will require substantial
improvements for parachute systems, landing impac`• loads. and protection
of engines from sea water.
In service nondestructive evaluation techniques should provide significant
improvements in operational schedules by extending inspection periods for
critically loaded structural elements. By developing effective sensing and
recording equipment combined with appropriate data readout and processing
equipment and software, highly loaded structural elements can be rapidly
evaluated after each mission. (or series of missions). Teardown for inspection
and replacement after an arbitrary fraction of design lift of a pressure
vessel or other •
 critical component can be replaced by a retirement for cause
criteria based on the permanent NDE system measurement.
Increased support of technology for payload dynamics and acoustics was
recommended. The needs identified were to expand efforts to develop methods
of reducing severe noise and vibration environments in current vehicles.
Additional tasks required are high qua •11ty dynamic and acoustic loads data
obtained from early shuttle flights and the denK)nstration of methods to
predict the coupled acoustic vibration response of payloads and launch
vehicles from a knowledge of each eleme.rt. Drivers for this technology
are cost constraints requiring the elimination of expensive system ground
tests and emerging concepts for heavy lift vehicles with large payload masses.
Complex structu.-e configurations combined with varied and rigorous mission
profiles result in time-consuming load analysis requirements. The develop-
ment of advanced computation and data synthesisation techniques coupled
with appropriate loads analysis computer programs are necessary to realize
efficient application of wind tunnel data and information from structural
model tests to the determination of design loading conditions. Current
space shuttle analysis techniques will be analyzed to identify inefficient
steps and the theory and implementing software required to expedite the
accurate determination design loads will be integrated into improved
computational programs.
III-VIII A-3
- 4 -
The development of damage tolerant design methodology is essential to
accommodation of the conflictino demands for minimum structural weight
and for hiyh reliability, low maintenance operations. Selection of an
adequate degree of damage tolerance in the structural materials can provide
significant improvement in the effectiveness of NDE equipment by relaxation
of the minimum flow size detection requirements. Development of proof
testing criteria and the quantification of the significance of a successful
proof test in terms of subsequent assured service life further enhances
NDE verified structural reliability. Development of design method which
provide a rational means for selection of safety factors and residual
strength margins which recognize the damage tolerance capacity of the
structure can aid elimination of design overconservation and corresponding
improvements in structural efficiency.
III-VIII A-4
NEW INITIATIVES SUMMARY
TECHNOLOGY NEED
7/M2/1. Deployable Laser Mirror
8/M2/1 SpdL(,- Deployed Large Structures
8/M2/2 Space-Assembled Large Structures
8/M2/3 Space-Manufactured Large Structures
8/M2/4 Orbital Assembly of Modules
B/M2/5 Long-Life Habitable Structures
9/M2/1 Extremely Accurate Large Antenna
9/M2/2 Shield Structure
10/M2/1 Solar Sail	 Structure
121M211 Recovery/Landing Tech. 	 for LVs.
121M212 Advanced Vehicle Structures
12/M2,1 3 In-Series NDE	 Techniques
12/M2/4 LV Loads Analysis Optimization
12/M2/5 Payload Dynamics and Acoustics
12/M2/6 Damage Tolerance
NEW INITIATIVES`
104, 105, 114, 130
R b T Base
116
Expand R&T Base
Expand R&T Base
Expand R&T Base
*	 Indicates no new initiative submitted to
address this need. Additional new initiative
would be required to cover the task described
on Form 1.
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 1 OF
1 1 ITLE
	
Depl oyabl a Laser Mirror
	 NO.
THEME / W,G. TASK
—	 Other THEMES 8,1
--	
-- - ---
	
DATE 4 __ / 28 , 76 _.
2.OBJECTIVE Develop structures technolo
	 for de 1 -0 ¢le mirrors
for high power laser transmission.
3.NEED ANALYSIS
a)LEVEL NOW ^, WILL BE LEVEL 3Q UNDER EXISTING PLANS
b)REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY
AT LEVEL © FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY OAT- 1 ID7
0 RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT
HIGH a	 MEDIUM [:]	 LOW
W CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS- ENABLING FJ OR
ENHANCING: HIGH ®	 MEDIUM q 	 LOW C=J
e) TASKS NEEDED STUDY	 ANALYSIS 0 RESEARCH
GRD TEST CD AIRCRAFT TEST LJ 	 SPACE FLIGHT TEST
OTHER (Spe--ify) El
	
( C h ec k one or more)
f} R&T BASE CANDIDATE	 RR RTOP ?	 FY78 jopk
4 COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY Laser mirror surface materials develqn nt.
y . SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO
ACCOMPLISH NEED
a. Stiff deployable support structure and integration of
mirror surface with structure for 30-meter laser mirror.
b. Techniques for_ automati_c_alignment of mirror_surfaces__._
c. Define suitability_ for	 nnextrapolat_i 	concept to
larger sizes.
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED
	 FORM NO, I
PAGE 2 OF	 2
II1LE
	 Deployable	 Laser Mirror	
_	 NO.—L/
	
_ M21	 1
THEME / W.G. / TASK
DATE
	
4	 128 /76
6 RECOMMENDi-D APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
Preliminary	 design	 studies,	 laboratory_
	
tests	 of	 scaled
_models, and shuttle f11Qht experiment of model 	 of complett
system.
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS
M i crowave
	 transmission antenna.
8 CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
RR RTOP	 T	 Preliminary study	 of system concepts.
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
_	 FY
SCHEDULE ITEM	 76	 77	 1879	 80	 81	 82	 83 84185	 86	 81	 88	 89	 90	 91	 92	 93	 94	 95
TASK ITEM
--5a	
^-
----5b-
- 
5 c	
---
- F— limit Exp. R 0
v
MANPOWER (M- Y)
INHOUSE	 -
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO I
PAGE t Of 2
&) LEVEL NOW LG__I , WILL BE LEVEL q UNDER EXISTING PLANS.
h) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD HE rECHNOLDGY READY
AT LEVEL 0 FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTFM LISE BY A4_ , j8L9,7
0 RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT:
HIGH q MEDIUM q LOW OX
diCRITICALITY TC THE, ACCOMPLISHMENTS 	 ENABLING 0 UR
ENHANCING: HIGH q 	 MEDIUM q 	 LOW q
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY Q ANALYSIS 0 RESEARCH
GRII TEST ® AIRCRAFT TEST q 	 SPACE FLIGHT TEST ^X
OTHER (Specify ► q 	 (Check one or more
fl R&T EASE CANDIDATE
4 COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY	 Material development (composites).
Active surface precision control.
Sensing/measuring techniques for accurate alignment
5 SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO
ACCOMPLISH NEED
A) Develop computer-aided . concept design technic ues.
B_) Develop_thermal stabilized structures.
D Identify design_ requirements for all structure types.
D)_OevetoQ_pac"a ng and deployment mechanisms.	 _ —
E) Demonstrate technology through Ground/Space testing, sub-
scale models, full-scale segments, etc.
F) Dofine structure/control system interaction.
G) Develop structural accuracy assessment/correction technique
H) D evel_ap/ve rify allco nth m f_or comp lete st ructure /dynamic s/
environment/life representation, etc,
HILL	 pace- Deployed La me Structures NO
	
08/	 M-2/ 0)
THEME / W G. / TASK
OTHER THEMES 7,9,10,11
DATE-4 / -28. 76
2 ODesi_9n Eand de	 p	 tjfvelo str uctura l co ncep or b 9Qms,^r-rioA
reflectors antennas and platforms usin4 space-deTloyment of
ground assembled components.
3. NEED ANALYSIS
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 2 OF
TITLE	 Space - Deployed Large Structures
	 NO.	 Del	 M-21 01
THEME / W.G. / TASK,
-- —•---	 —^-	 DATE 4	 / 28176 
6 RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
Identif y /evaluate/select	 prime	 concepts	 includin g	trade-off
studies
	 involving consider t•	 ions	 such as oackaotability,__.
deployment mechanisms/loads. wtijht. volum
_ a L. 1ife, configuratio
precision. etc.
	
Develop analytical _representation of selected
concepts,
	
design.	 build models	 and verify with ground	 test	 and
flight experiments
	
as	 required.
7 ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS
8, CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
505-11-11	 Large
	
errectable	 space	 structures
506-17-26 Composite
	
Space	 Structures
750-01-20 04finition	 of flight experiments
	 .
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
FY
SCHEDULE ITEM 16 l7 78 19 80
_
81 81 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 91 93 941951
TASK ITEM
Dooms
A-ray
Antenna/reflec
Q
R
0
0
a
Platforms
4t-1H, I-H
MANPOWER (M Y)
INHOUSE _
CONTRACT
2 2 /0 1// 12 i1 , ,4 i/ i" io
FUNDING (106$)
INHOUSE C) D .l .L . .L .L ,__
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED
1, TITLE Space-Assembled La rye Structure
FORM NO. 1
PAGE 1 OF 2
NO 	 8/ MZL 2
---THEME / W.G. TASK
DATE 4 - /L3 ,16
2 UBJECTIVE
Design and develo s ructufAl S gnceRtz f r booms. Arrays,
reflectors / antenna, and spat" latfprms uj_Jn-t.zRnce aisemblX
o? round ir a6rfcae3`c mponents•(Components can include
deal
g9
aya"Ale structures .g 	--	 - -
3. NEED ANALYSIS
a; LEVEL NOW ®, WILL BE LEVEL M UNDER EXISTING PLANS
w REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READ
AT LEVEL D FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY A— W -81
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT.
HIGH q 	 MEDIUM L^ LOW q
UI CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS L NABLING © OR
ENHANCING: HIGH q 	 MEDIUM q 	 LOW q
e) TASKS NEEDED STUDY © ANALYSIS ® RESEARCH
GRD TEST ® AIRCRAFT TEST	 SPACE FLIGHT TEST
OTHER (Specify) q
	
(Check one o r more l
R$T BASE CANDIDATE	 i
4 COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REGUIREO FOR
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY A. Materials Qevelopment, B. .,ct: yr
Surface Precision Controls C. Manipulators 
	 _
D. Sensing/Measuring Technigiles_for acc. alignment.
5 SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO
ACCOMPLISH NEED
A. Develop coin puter-aided__qonc t de_sign_tec_hntc^ug^,
B. Dever thermal stabilized structures.
C. Identify design requirements for all structure _types.
D. Develop ,joining, redigization, packaging, and deployment
techniques.	 ---- - -	 - -- --- 
E. Demonstrate technology through qround/space testing, sub-
scale models, full scale segments, etc.
F. Define structure/control	 stem interaction.
G. Develop structural accuracy assessment/correction technique
H. Develop/ver^ algorithm for complete structure/dynamics/
environment/life representation, etc.
6
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED 	 FORM NO 1
PAGE 2 OF 1 _
TITLE
	 Space-Assembled
	 Large	 Structures	 NO	 08/	 M-2/	 02	 _
THEME / W.G. / TASK
DA rL	 4	 / 28 1 76
6 RECOMMFNDED APPROACH/PRCGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
Identify/evaluate/select
	
prime
	 concepts	 including	 tra do-of f Stud i
involving consider ations_such as p ackayeability,	 d_eplgyment__
mechanisms.
	 loads, weight,	 volume.	 life.	 confiQuration_precisior
etc.	 Develop analytical	 representation of selected conceptsL
design,	 build models and verify with ground 	 test and flight_
experiments as	 required.	 including	 assembly manipulator-
7 ALTERNATIVE APPROACH ES/OPTIONS
	 Many	 mission	 requirements	 can by
met with	 one	 or more
	 types	 of	 structures	 (shaped	 antennas	 vs.
phased-- array
	 .—SeTecte	 approach 	1T-depennd on cost. techno"oq
readiness, etCT
	 -	 ---
8, CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (ATOP, OTHER)
506 . 11-11	 -	 Large	 Erectable	 Space	 Structures
506-11-26	 -	 Composite Space ^tructur^
750-01-20 ^-	 Definition	 of	 Flight	 Experiments
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
FY
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82183 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95
TASK ITEM
Booms
Arra^r
Antenna/ref 1ec
R
J__D --
v
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY PJEED 	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 1 OF. 2
I TITLE Sp ace-ManufactureALAssemb led	 NO,	 M-2/
Large Structures	 THEME/W.G./TASK
--	 OTHER THEMES: 7,11
DATE 4 / 28 76
2.OPJEGTIVE
uues^g_n and developstructural concepts -_for bQgms,_-_4-rrly_5,—__-
reflectors/antennas and platforms using space assembly of
space fa'aricated/manufactured components.
3 NEED ANALYSIS
el LEVEL NOW q2 , WILL BE LEVEL Q UNDER EXISTING PLANS.
I ) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY
AT LEVEL q7 FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY GATE 7587,90
cI RISK iP. ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT:
HIGH [j
	 q LOW q
d) CRITICALITY TO THE A^ CCOMPL ISHMFNTS 	 ENABLING 1] OR
ENHANCING. HI,H LJ	 MEDIUM q 	 LOW q
I TASKS NEEDED: STUJ1' © ANALYSIS qX	 RESEARCH Xq
GRIDTEST © AIR CRAFT TEST q 	 SPACE FLIGHT TEST L^J
OTHER (SI)ec#fyl q __	 __—	 ( C heck one or .nore?
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE
4 COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY Materials develo Tent comp osites .
- - ----	 -p -- - _L .-P_ -- --- - --
Active surface precision control. Manipulators.
Au-for,.aced--i`a-brTcafionjma—nuf. devi-ces. Semiautomated
aj^ ^ib	 ^yiC@S^_^ n5in 9/measuring te chniques__far_accurate_-_
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO
ACCOMPLISH NEED
A) Devel op coy n^ u ter-aided 
-C-Q-ncepLAP-sign-techniques..
B) Develop thermal stabilized structures.
C) Identify design requirements for all structures.
D) Develop fabrication/manufacturing concepts.
E) Demonstrate technology through Ground/Sp-ace f abri cati o n
a nd _testirg of full sc al p segment s a nd s ub scal e_mod e ls, e tc
F) Define structure/control sys tem int e ra cti on.
gDevelp struc_tura l accu racy assessment /correctio n _t ec h nique
H) D e velop/ v erify algorit hm for complete st ructure /dynamics/
environtient/life representation, etc.
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 2 OF	 2_
TITLE
	 Space-Manufactured/Assembled 	 NO.	 08/	 M-2/	 03
lar ge Structures	 THEME /W.G. / TASK
DATE	 4	 /28/76 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
Identif	 evaluatejselect prime_ concepts 	 includin g 	trade-off
studies	 involving	 considerations
	
such	 as	 fabrication/manufac-
turing methods.	 equipment packaging,	 assembly	 mechanisms.	 weigh
volume,	 life,	 con ti^^^ration^ recision, etc.
	
Develop analytical
representation,
	
des 4gn, -- fabrication	 module.	 Use_module,
fabricate,	 assemble
	
and	 verify	 with	 ground	 test	 and	 flight
7 ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS
8 CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
-)Ob-17-1-1_- Large Crectablc Sp.ce Structures;
	
506-17-26 _CTy!?site Space
Strucres; 750-01-20 - Definition of Flight Experiments; 910-31-07 -tu
Large Space Structures/Space Fabrication >Z Assanbly
9, TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
FY
SC4EDULE ITEM 1 77 78 79180181 82 83 84 85186 87 88 851190 91 92 93 91 95
TASK I TEM
Booms
---
^\
Array ( _ 0
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=
0
Platform
^ 0
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED
PAGE 1
	
1. TITLE Orbi tal Ass embly of Modu les_	 _	 NJ,	 08/
THEMI
OTHER TH
--	
— DATE 4 /
y, 06JECTIVE
_	 Dev e lop and _Verify Iec h niay_g5 f_qr Mauned_
and Orbital Transfer Propulsion Sta9es
3. NEED ANALYSIS
a) LEVEL NOW D, WILL BE LEVEL Q UNDER EXIS11NC, PLANS
bl REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT — SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READ N
AT LEVEL © FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY' EAATE 9
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT.
HIGH q 	 MEDIUM F LOW q
dICRITICALITY TO T 'IE ACCOMPLISHMENTS	 ENABLING L^J OF
ENHANCING HIGH q 	 MEDIUM q 	 LOW q
6 TASKS NEEDED: STUDY q ANALYSIS © RESEARCH qX
GRD TEST ® AIRCRAFT TEST q 	 SPACE FLIGHT TEST q
OTHER (Specify) (Check one or more l
f ' p &T BASE CANDIDATE
4 COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO
ACCOMPLISH NEED
Aj Deoelop ment of_Moduie_- Positioning__a)d_Orien_tatio- n- ___-
_ Manipulation Mechanisms.____ —^	
—
B) Development of Automatic Locking and Sealing Module
Interfaces (manned modules).
C) Development of Autom. Locking Interfaces Incorporating_
Propellent Pressurent and Vent Lines_;__and Electrical
Interfaces (orbital Propulsion Stages).
D) Development of Alignment Provisions for Above Interfaces
(Accurate Sensing and Positioning).
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORM NO. I
PAGE 2 OF_ 2
TITLE Orbital	 Assembly	 of Modules	 _
--
NO.	 081	 M-21
THEME / W.G. / TASK
DATE	 4	 128 /76
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
Perform concept studies
	
to select	 assembly method and	 design
Qf,jpgCg5_5ory^^_^hani_^m€^
	
D^_veIop . ,O nd 	test models of critical compou
Evaluate	 performance,	 life,
	
reliabilit.	 Flight
	
tests	 require
ea rjL_use	 of _Space
	
Shuttle
	
orbiter.
I. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
None
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
FY
SCHEDULE ITEM ?5 77 7E 1 9 30 81 32 03 'U'41 185,80 6 87 02 89 90 91 92 9219419
TASK ITEM
_ A_
B
/A - C
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 1 OF
1.TITLE _ Long-Life Habitable Structures _ NO. 
-_$1._^ZL- _^_
THFME / W G. / TASK
----	 --	 —	
-- --- -- DATE 4 1 28..7.6
2.OBJECTIV
e_velop Modules Str^ctorE^-_f^^^4anned...S^ac.Q_- 	 ..^--
Operations with 10-20 Year Life
3. NEED ANALYSIS
,1 LEVEL NOW ^q , WILL BE LEVEL q UNDER EXISTING PLANS,
REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY
AT LEVEL q5 FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY DATE 1985
I RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT:
HIGH q MEDIUM q LOW q
I^ CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS ENABLING q OR
ENHANCING. HIGH U	 MEDIUM q 	 LOW q
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY ® ANALYSIS ® RESEARCH qX
GRD TEST ® AIR CRAFT TEST q 	 SPACE FLIGHT TEST q
OTHER (Specify) q 	 -	 (Che(- )neor more+
R&T BASE CANDIDATE
4 COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY	 Develop la rge space structures
5 SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO
ACCOMPLISH NEED
A. Identii longterm degradation hazards and re u rements_
for monitoring and repair.
B. Develop concepts for long term meteroid protection,
sealing and leakage control, and thermal fat
_ i9ue_ roblems
_—C. Define methods of accelerated testing.
	 _-
D. Demonstrate sensing and maintenance techni q ues by
 long
term/_c_round tests; perform thermalcling . tests as
required.	 _
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED
	 FORM NO. 1
PAGE 20F 1__
TITLE _Long-Life
	
Habitable
	
Structures
	 NO._	 8/	 M21	 5
THEME / W.G. / TASK
_^.	 DATE	 4	 /28 / 76
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACHIPROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
Complete	 Systems	 Studies	 to	 Define	 Hazards	 (1978)
_ Conduct Concept St udies	 to Minimize/Re aip	 r Hazards	 (1919-80)
_	 Complete Accelerated long Term Degradation Tests	 (19.82)
Complete Long Term Tests	 (1988)
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS
Accept	 costs	 of	 short-lined	 structures.
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
None
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
FY	 _
SCHEDULE ITEM	 76	 77	 78	 79	 80	 81 	 91	 83 84	 85	 86	 87	 88	 89	 90	 91	 91	 93	 94	 95
TASK ITEM
Define	 Hazards
De-veloQ_-Concep
Accelerated
an	 -- Long	 Term
Tes tom___
s 0
0
MANPOWER (M•Y)
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED 	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 1 OF _ 2 
1 TITLE Extr e mely Ac curdj_t	 r 	 Rt r eivin g NO. _ 09 /
	
M2 / O1,
Antenna Structures
	
THEME/W.G./TASK
OTHER THEMS; 1,8,11
-- - DATE --1— 12-8;_
2.OBJ CTIV
evob 0 t ech nology of sphe rica. r tflgs _Qr f_Qr recELvinv
space borne antenna of up to 3000 meter in d1r_ _____
ope rati ng at up to 25 GHZ Iii.
3 NEED 4NALYSIS
a) LEVEL NOW El, WILL BE LEVEL © UNDER EXISTING PLANS.
b)REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY
AT LEVEL L? FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY DATE	 90
c)RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT:
HIGH ®	 MEDIUM E]
	
LOW F
(I)CRITICALITY TOTHE ACCOMPLISHMENTS ENABLING [X] OR
ENHANCING: HIGH L]
	
MEDIUM [I
	
LOW
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY © ANALYSIS © RESEARCH Q
GRD TEST [] AIR CRAFT TEST 	 SPACE FLIGHT TEST
OTHER (Specify) 0 __
	
(Check one or more!
f1 R&T BASE CANDIDATE
4 COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY 	 A. Long _Life _Composites .
B. Low Cost, Long Life Mesh Technology.	 -_
C. Dis tribu ted Control Te chnology.
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO
ACCOMPLISH NEED
A. Concepts of Antenna Configuration.
B. Struct ure/Continuo us Control Interac tion Technolugy to
Produce 1 MM RMS Surface Acc u racy
C. Packaging of Antenna and/or Components
D. Reliable Deployment and or Assembly Technology.	 __
E. Advanced Surface_ Evaluation Technique in Space.
F. Dynam ic s of Lightweight, Large Structures.
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED FORA NO, I
PAGE 2 OF	 2
TITLE
	 Extremely	 Accurate	 large
	 Receiving
Antenna
	 Structures
--	 —
NO	 09/	 M21
	
1
THEME / W.G. / TASK
DATE
	
4	 /28/ 	 76
8. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
A. , _".gn_tjfy__po nc epts for	 la rge ref 1pStors_
B.
	
Perform trade-off and select concept.
C.	 Demonstrate	 feasibility
	
on a	 sc41e model	 in earth
o b t. 
D.	 Develop
	 surface evaluation	 technique.
7 ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS
	 Use	 arrays
	 of snaller.	 slaved
reflectors.	 +
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
One
	 conceptual	 study	 at	 Lockheed	 Co.
9, TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
fY
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 81 83 84185 86 87 88 89 90 91 91 93 94 95
TASK ITEM
A
--8 - --
C
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED 	 FORM NO. I 1
PAGE t OF 2
I TITtE _Shield Structure 	 NO	 09/ M21_02
THEME / W.G. / TASK
DATE 4 /?$ 76
2.OBJECTIVE
Dgvelop technolog ,y_fr s p ace.hurne RE1 :.rJeld. _ 5000 motor-
in diameter 
-
to be used with extreme_1_r OcSUrute large
	 _.
receivinq antenna.
3.NEED ANALYSIS
a) LEVEL NOW M, WILL BE LEVEL l_J UNDER EXISTING PLANS.
W REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READ Y
AT LEVEL 0 FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY [AT^g9^
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT.
HIGH 0 MEDIUM q LOW q
&CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS	 ENABLING Pj OR
ENHANCING: HIGH q 	 MEDIUM CJ
	
LOW q
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY © ANALYSIS © RESEARCH q
GRD TEST q AIRCRAFT TEST q 	 SPACE FLIGHT TEST ^X
OTHER (SI)ecifyl 0
	
(Check one or more
0 RgT BASE CANDIDATE
4 COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY
A. Long Li_fe__Film_andLor Mesh Material, 	 _^
B_ Metallic Deposition
.
 on Large .Film.
5. SPECIFY t ECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO
ACCOMPLISH NEED
A._Deploymer.t of extremely large film/mesh structures of
_ low accuracy geometry.
B. Film/mesh structure attitude location with respect _t.o
to main structure.
!	 T
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 2 OF
TITLE	 Shield
	 Structurt
	 NO.	 09/	 M21	 02
THEME / W.G. / TASK
DATE 4	 / 78/ 76
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
A.	 Identify
	 Concepts	 for	 shield	 configuration	 and
	
deployment.
Sel _tc-t
	concept	 after__trad"Off.	 __
fabricate, p 14c-e.1a.-vrkLt_And	 deptgy_ $hjj,]4_Ag4e1.
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS
	
RF	 band	 source	 isolation,
8 CURRENT
'
 'PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
Solar	 Sail	 RTOP	 RX----
FY76
	 .02
FY77
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
FY
SCHEDULE ITE M 	 76	 77	 78	 1.1	 80	 81	 82	 83 84	 85186	 81	 88	 39	 90	 91	 92	 93	 94	 95
TASK ITEM
A
—
B
-
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY A 7 	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 1 OF
1. TITLE _Solar Sall
	
ucturer	 NO lo_ M-2 _ 01
THEME / W.G. /TASK
0TIIER THEME: 9
_ __	 ----	
---	 DATE 04 /.'6 X 76
T.oOlolV
EEe 
technology for dep
-
loyab	 il to bg used	 un
a,ystem for the exploration of the solar sysstcam.
3. NEED ANALYSIS
e) LEVEL NOW 0, WILL BE LEVEL q UNDER FXISTING PLANS
b)REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY
AT LEVEL q FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY AT
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT
HIGH qX	 MEDIUM q LOW q
dICRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: i NABLING EJ OR
ENHANCING: HIGH LJ	 MEDIUM F_]
	
LOW q
e)TASKS NEEDED STUDY 0 ANALYSIS OX RESEARCH 0
GRID TEST q AIRCRAFT TEST q 	 SPACE FLIGHT TEST
OTHER 1Spectfy) q 	 !C heck one or more
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE 	 1'Y 77 ( .05M)	 PY 78 (,05 M)
4 COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR
	
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY	 Luub l.lt'u,_extromely light,
metallized film material
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO
ACCOMPLISH NEED
A. Sail wit;i a specific __weight of the _order of 4 g -am p /M2
B. Sail size of 500 toT1 - 000 meters diameter but low surface
accuracy
Identification of new concepts
U. 14echanisms for deployment of light large film structures
E. Packaging of light films
F. Dynamics of film structures and interaction with control
R&T
BASE
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED 	 FORM NO I
PAGE 2 01
an
TITLE
	 Solar Sail atructuree	 _.	 NO. 1 	 M-2	 u 
T4EME / W.G. / TASK
O',kTE	 i , 1	 /	 'i1, / 76
1 6 RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
A. Evaluate proposed concepts of' solar sails and 
.dentify new
concepta
B. Select one_concopt from trade off
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS
	
SEP, NEP
8 CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, CIHER)
HX	 .	 _	 .	 .	 RTOP	 10Y	 'lb _	.1
-
^.	 _--FY_ 7 8_	 1
-_ —
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
_	 FY
SCHEDULE ITEM	 16	 ]1	 ]8	 ]9	 8U	 Pt	 B2	 83 84	 85	 86	 8T	 88	 89 90	 91	 92	 93	 94	 95
TASK ITEM
A-.
b.
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO I
PAGE 1 OF
1.TITLE ftecevet •y tiri + Laridizig TLC inalo&	 NO. L' M-2 1
for Launch Vehicles	 THEME / W.G /TASK
--	 -	 — -- - -- --
	 --	 DATE 4 iti° ; -7
2.OBJECTIVEQgIll uD re_II&D le desl a apRro achen__;u1,i ^r^:^1yL].,3?_ Lt^ncia
for water and land recovery, utilizitig parachutes, Impact
attenuation devices. or landing gears.
3 NEED ANALYSIS
a)LEVEL NOW Q, WILL BE -.EVEL El UNDER EXISTING PLANS
b)REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY RE ADY
AT LEVEL 
`5! FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY Fj)A j E TT
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT:
HIGH [j
	
MEDIUM [3
	
LOW r
d)CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING[] 01
ENHANCING
	
HIGH E]	 MEDIUM F1	 LOW
e) 'f ASKS NEEDED STUDY	 ANALYSIS 0 RESEARCH
GRD TEST Q AIR CRAFT TEST 	 SPACE FLIGHT TEST
OTHER (Specify) 0 
_	
'Check one or more,
1) R&T BASE ;ANDIDATE
4 COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY None
5. SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO
tiCCOMPLISH NEED
A. Analytical theory for water impact loads on complex
_ structural configurations, verified by testing.
H. Manufacture and flight test of large clustered
parachutes.
C. Concepts for re useable, or low-cost expendable, landing
shock attenuation devices for land and water recovery!
D. Very light weight high strength landing gears for
single-stage-to-arbit vehicles.
/^	 1
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 2 CF ^ _.
TIl LE	 Recovery and Landing Technology	 NO.	 12	 M•.2	 1
for Launch Vehicle-s--	 THEME / W.G. / TASK
DATE	 4/ ' 91
e. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
A.	 Analytical theory will be extended and verified by +;est for
water Impact of structural configurations
B. Large, clustered parachutes will be manufactured and fligti,
tested	 _. _	 -	 ---_---	 --- — ---
C._
	
Landing +shock attenuation devices will be designee
analyz e a
II.	 L we^ght larulinK g :=,;; will _hu_ 1c:11Kncd. :ural y zc.d.._ find
-
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS
8 CURRENT/PLANNED HELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
Aircraft and Shuttle Landing Gear Development
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
_FY
SCHEDU LE ITEM	 16	 77	 18	 )9	 80	 H1	 82	 83 84 1 85	 86	 81	 88	 89	 90	 91	 92	 93	 94	 M
TASK ITEM
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SPACE TEC'-IN(,LOGY NEED
PA
ri TITLE Advanced V e hicle Str uc tures	 NO 1
T
-  DATE_
` O^EE TTe"V'M$ ment of structu res whi ch satisfy t he M
and temperat ure requirements o f a dvanced l aun
transfer v ehi cles.^__i
3. NEED ANALYSIS
d) LEVEL NOW E], WILL BE LEVEL
	
UNDER EXISTING PI
b)REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT - SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY R
AT LEVEL © FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY E^
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT
HIGH C	 MEDIUM [;]
	
LOW r
d)CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHNIFNTS 	 INABLING F
ENHANCING: HIGH 0	 MEDIUM n	 LOW
e) TASKS NEEDED: STUDY ® ANALYSIS ® RESEAR
GRD TEST qX	 AIR CRAFT TEST	 SPACE FLIGHT TEST (^
OTHER (Specify) F^
	
(Check one or more l
' P&TBASE CANDIDATE	 506- 17 - 72 	FY7 8 1000k
4 COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY 	 A. Com p osite Materials Z _
B. NDE T echniques.
5 SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO
ACCOMPLISH NEED
A. Light _Wei_ght Long Life Comp_osite__Stru_-C_t_ A_s-semb_ly
Development.
B. High Temperature Reusable Metallic Struct. Assembles_
Development.
C	 Integrated Structure/Tankage/TPS Design Development
(Reusable)
,, 1.
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEE D	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 2 OF	 2 __
TITLE
	 Advanced	 Vehicle	 Structures
	 NO.	 121	 M21	 2
THEME / W.G. / TASK
_,	 --	 --- DATE	 1	 /23/76 
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
Develop	 analyze	 and	 test,	 starting with	 small--elements
and ending with
	
large_as.semblies.,
Continue development and test of structural 	 eom onent e.-
Perform desipn_s_tudies,
	
fabricate
	
and	 test	 sub-scale
models	 and	 full-scale components.
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/CPT IONS
A. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
506 - 11 -22 	 The r mal	 Structures	 Concepts	 for	 STS
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
FY
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 781',9 80 81 87 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95
TASK ITEM
5A
5B
5C
D
O }
_
- V O
MANPOWER (M Y)
INHOUSE
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FUNDING(1065)
INHOUSE	 _
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 1 OF	 2
1 TITLE	 IN - SERVICE NDE TEC HN IQUES	 NO.	 12/ 3
THEME / W.G. / TASK.
-- -	 - - —	
DATE _ 4 / 28 76
2.o3lEC op
 a	 in-situ du rable, NDE instrume ation and-recordingeve o automated,	 ^ 	
_
techniques for SSTO and orbital transfer vehicle structures.
3. NEED ANALYSIS
d) LEVEL NOW [1],  WILL BE LEVEL Q UNDER EXISTING PLANS.
b) REOUIRED ADVANCEMENT SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY
AT LEVEL 0 FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY DATE 1987
0 RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT
HIGH q MEDIUM © LOW q
d)CHITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS ENABLING q OR
ENHANCING: HIGH a	 MEDIUM q 	 LOW q
e) TASKS NEEDED STUDY ® ANALYSIS q RESEARCH q
GRD TEST ® AIRCRAFT TEST	 SPACE FLIGHT TEST q
OTHER (Specify) q	 (Ch-ck one or more)
0 R&T BASE CANDIDATE
4 COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY	 Sensors, au tomated data recordi ng and
processing equipment. __
5 SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO
ACCOMPLISH NEED
A. NDE systems for permanent installation on critical structural-elements
which are capable of repeated, prolqnqec service._.
B. Acoustic holography and acoustic emiso_Qn_i;e_rbkiquel-.fQr_-applic&t.iQn
to space structures in space environments.
C. NDE data recording and between-flight automatic dat#-I-no]ysis•
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. 1
PAGE 2 OF	 2
TITLE
	 In	 Service	 NDE	 Techniques	 NO, _I2	 M2
THEME / W.G. / TASK
DATE
	
4	 / 28/
	 76
6, RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
q,	 Develop and	 test acoustic sensors and ultrasonic	 transmission instrumen
B.	 Develop automatic
	
signal
	 processing	 and	 recording equipment.
C.	 Develop data	 readout and data	 processing method. _
D.	 Establish	 acoustic
	
characterization	 of typical	 structural
elements.
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS
	 Extende d ground_ turn around	 time
for	 disassembly
-
	and	 inspection	 of	 critical	 structures.
In_jLlace proo f tes t-ing.
B. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
mace flight	 demonstration_proposed_on	 Shuttle Orbiter
_	 102 during	 development flights.
9. TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
FY
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78 79 80 81 82 83 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 91 93 94 95
TASK ITEM
^rM.	 8 Sensor
S n	 n a l	 P rnss
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FO RM NO. 1
PAGE 1 OF
t.TITLE LAUNCH VEHICLE STRUCTURAL LOADS ANALYSIS NO .
 12/M-2/4
OPTIMIZATION	 THEME / W.G. /TASK
---	 —	
DATE 4 28^ 76
2. OBJECTIVE
Imur y"_An order of magnitudes-She—ef_fictency and spued of-]oads
analysis methods for large structurol_Syttemiltnder launch And_ Ulght._
conditions.
3. NEED ANALYSIS
a) LEVEL NUW 02 WILL BE LEVEL 2Q UNDER EXISTING PLANS.
h) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY
AT LEVEL ® FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY OAT
	 $ o
c) RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT.
HIGH [:]
	
MEDIUM []	 LOW
d) CRITICALITY TO 1 HE ACCOMPLISHMENTS ENABLING [] OR
ENHANCING: HIGH []
	
MEDIUM ®	 LOW E]
e) TASKS NEEDED STUDY	 ANALYSIS ® RESEARCH F]
GRID TEST [] AIRCRAFT TEST	 SPACE FLIGHT TEST
OTHER (Specify) F]
	
( C heck one or more)
f) R&T BASE CANDIDATE	 NEW	 FY 78 - $100K
4. COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY None
5 SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO
ACCOMPLISH NEED
A. Development of advanced automated computational and data_ ynthesizatio
techniques for the methods and tools of loads analysis of large
flexible bodies such as SSTO and HLLV.
g, Development of loads
_ analysis comp -er progra-ms _ which
_dutomate,_Sha
processes of wind
_ tunnel data application, structural model developmen t
and selection of significant load conditions for design purposes.
i
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED
	 FORM NO I
PAGE 20F	 2
TITLE
	 LAUNCH VEHICLE STRUCTURAL LOADS ANALYSIS
	 NO, 12/M-2 / 4
OPTIMI ZATION	 THEME / W G. / TASK
-	 DATE
	 4	 / 28/ 76
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
Analyze techniques presently being utilized by space shuttle.
	 Identify
inefficient and time consuming tasks.
	 Develop theme and/or_sof_t_ware
required to reduce the time required to perform these tasks.
I ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS
	
Continue to schedule one-year load
^cles^	 —
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP, OTHER)
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED 	 FORM NO I
PAGE 1 OF
1. TITLE Payluad Dynamics and Acoustics 	 NO. 12 ! R--' / S
THEME / W.G, / TASK
---_	
— DATE
2. OBJECTIVE
klethods _to detereine :u>d seJu	 l;amlLl:►iuust±^ *,_=^^  su ^f 1.Y paylow'..
3. NEED ANALYSIS
A LEVEL NOW 10, WILL BE LEVEL
	
UNDER EXISTING PLANS
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY
AT LEVEL 7 FOR OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY GATE 19Rg
cl RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT:
HIGH q 	 MEDIUM U	 LOW
d) CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS: ENABLING[] OR
ENHANCING. HIGH D	 MEDIUM [7
	
LOW
el TASKS NEEDED: STUDY	 ANALYSIS
	
RESEARCH Q
GRD TEST 0 AIRCRAFT TEST q 	 SPACE FLIGHT TEST
OTHER (Specifv) 0
	
(Check one or rnore`
fl RAT BASE CANDIDATE	 SOb-17-31 FY 7 8:1M
3 COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FOR
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY _ Dynamic/acuustic data acquisition systems
5 SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO
ACCOMPLISH NEED
A. Develop methods to predict acoustic dynamic_ response of coupled
LV/Payload from knowledge of each element
B. Obtain dynamic/acoustic flight data on representative Shuttle
_ payloads	 _`	 ^— _	 -	 ---_--
C. Investigate methods of reducing dynamic/acoustic loads e.g. isolation
D. Demonstrate advanced payload . response_prediction/isolation techn±ques
by flight test
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 2 OF
TITLE	 Payload_ Dynamics and Acoustics 	 NO.	 1«	 -«
yJ	 THEME / W.G. / TASK
-	 -	
DATE
	 4	 / - N /	 ?t,
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TU ACCOMPLISH NEED
A.	 to1._4LfQTt  collect ub,yload	 lyIl:anuuYlu	 Li>:^llYht _
_.,.14^ -1a:t^^^trly ^huii1a111^tLta,(FY--^Ll.--
	 -	 ---
0._ Expand base R&T peogriur t .Q devclop_payluaJ acoustical/=Junical-_
-_	 vibration	 concept utt IQR% p .iylu"I
C.	 Apply advanced prediction tgchniq Jes -f=Sguplyd respott^l^tQ new
paV ondj,-_advancgJ Shuttj&- gQnfi&s/hervylift vchicics CTcch._rcad)
J ALTERNATIVE APfItiJACHES/OPTIONS
8, CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED AC i iVIT1ES (RTOP, OTHER)
50t,- l :'- S1
•	 Will develoy figd^rsigF noloyy for_ couo^d ic.sp9l1s8^YgdisLictn
w/o acoustics
9 TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
FY
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Tec^tno I__^
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Shuttle Flight Ue o. 0
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INHOUSE.
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4 •1 1 4 .1 •1 4 4
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FUNDING (106$)
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_
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	 1.0 M —
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SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED	 FORM NO. I
PAGE 1 OF _ Z•__,
t IITLE _DAMAGL T0LERANCE_FQ8_LQN LV
- L-UI I SADLL	 NO	 __12__ /M2 _1fi_
STRUCTURES
	
THEME / W.G. / TASK
OTHER THEMES: 8.9
--	
—	 DATE _4 /.28, _ZI
2. p	 CT	 E
P^videVdesign methodology and material f_ law_iniLiAtjon and growth data
required for design of highly loaded elements requiringminimal service
inspection and maintenance
3. NEED ANALYSIS
al LEVEL. Nl)W [1,  WILL BE LEVEL ® UNDER EXISTING PLANS.
b) REQUIRED ADVANCEMENT	 SHOULD BE TECHNOLOGY READY
AT LEVEL q FUN OPERATIONAL SYSTEM USE BY pATE:T9^^
cl RISK IN ACHIEVING ADVANCEMENT:
HIGH q
	 MEDIUM q 	 LOW q
i, CRITICALITY TO THE ACCOMPLISHMENTS 	 LNABLING q OR
ENHANCING:
	
HIGH ®
	
MEDIUM q 	 LOW q
el TASKS NEEDED
	 STUDY q 	 ANALYSIS ©	 RESEARCH C
GRD TEST ©	 AIR CRAFT TEST q 	 SPACE FLIGHT TEST q
OTHER (Specify" U _ 	 (Check one or m orel
R&T BASE CANOIDATE	 $60OK FY 18 New
4 COMPLEMENTARY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENTS REQUIRED FUR
USE OF THIS TECHNOLOGY
Definition of candida;.e materials for critical structural elements of
launch and OT vehicles.
b SPECIFY TECHNOLOGY ADVANCEMENT REQUIRED TO
ACCOMPLISH NEED
A. Develop material	 toughness, cyclic_ crack propagation data and failure mode
definiti!)n for
	 metallic and composite materials._candidate
B. Develop analysis methods required 'o characterize and quantify mechanical
driving forces for flaw enlargement in finite metallic and composite
structural elements
C. Establish a design methodology for optimum
	 incorporation of damage
tolerance data and requirements with conventional design criteria
D. Demonstrate validity of optimized design methods by test of subscale^
stru-ctu^al_componen^s.
	 __^
h
SPACE TECHNOLOGY NEED 	 FOHINO. I
RAGE 2 OF
TITLE	
DAMAGE TOLLRANCE FOR LUNG LIFE, - kSABLE _- _	 NO __1212
STRUCTURES	 THEME / W G. / TASK
DAT F 	A	 /	 20 76
6. RECOMMENDED APPROACH/PROGRAM PLAN TO ACCOMPLISH NEED
o	 Obtain flaw initiation, fla .^owthi and f racture_ 	 c haracter i zation of
candidate material-0
	
Develop inelastic analysis methods for flawed composite and metallic__
Materials	 "F	 -
o	 Revise conventional design criteria to eliminate over-conservative_
requirements for tough materials
7. ALTERNATIVE APPROACHES/OPTIONS
Flaw sensitive, fracture prone structures providing high risk operations
and/or extensive and prolonged maintenance requirements.
8. CURRENT/PLANNED RELATED ACTIVITIES (RTOP. OTHER)
Fracture Control	 Technology
y . TECHNOLOGY SCHEDULES
FY
SCHEDULE ITEM 76 77 78179180	 81	 82	 83	 84 85 86 87 88 89 90 91 92 93 94 95
TASK ITEM
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